
10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 4+Shotgun
Shotgun & Rifle staged on bar,
Pistols Holstered.

Shooter starts at bar, with hands on hat, 
Signal ready by saying “I got a 
saddle that's older than you are, 
Mrs. Lowe!”

ON SIGNAL:
Retrieve rifle engage targets R1 to R4

in a 2-3-2-3 sweep starting from
either direction

Move to horse engage P1-P4 in the
same manner as rifle in a 2-3-2-3
sweep from either direction

Move back to Bar retrieve shotgun
engage S1-S2-S3-S4 in any order.

The knockdowns must fall to
avoid being scored as a miss.
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Stage 2 Lone Prairie  
10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 2+ Shotgun

Rifle in hand, Shotgun staged on
right Horse , pistols holstered

Shooter starts standing at fire pit rifle in 
hands. Signal ready by saying "Gold 
has a way of bringing out the 
larceny in all of us. 

ON SIGNAL:

With rifle engage rifle targets  R1-R3 in a 
with a 2,5,3 sweep starting from the 
left. MRS

Move to left table engage pistol targets P1-
P3 in the same manner as rifle with a
with a 2,5,3 sweep starting from the
left. Holster

Move to right horse with shotgun engage
S1,S2,

The knockdowns must fall to
avoid being scored as a miss.
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Stage 3 Death Valley
10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 2+ Shotgun

Rifle on left table, shotgun on 
right horse pistols holstered.

Shooter starts at left table arms crossed. 
Signal ready by saying “We got a 
right to know what we're getting 
into!”

ON SIGNAL:

With Pistols engage P1-P3 in the same 
Double Tap Nevada Sweep from 
Left to Right ONLY. Holster

Retrieve rifle move to rock, engage R1-R3 
in a Double Tap Nevada Sweep from 
Left to Right ONLY. MRS

Move to right horse with shotgun engage 
S1, S2 in any order

The knockdowns must fall to 
avoid being scored as a miss.

When done get rifle and shotgun and move 
to unloading table.
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10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 2+ Shotgun
Rifle in Hand, Shotgun on left
Spool, Pistols Holstered.

Shooter starts standing behind fence 
rifle in hands with gold bags over 
shoulder.
Signal ready by saying Someone said 

this gold was already dug.”

ON SIGNAL:
With rifle engage R1-R3 in a single shot 

Nevada sweep with first 5 rounds, then 
a 5 round dump on R2 (middle target) 
MRS

Move to right table MRS with pistols engage 
P1-P3 with the first pistol in a single 
shot Nevada sweep holster, second 
pistol 5 shot dump on middle target P2, 
Holster

Move to spool with shot gun engage S1,S2 in 
any order. Clays must be broken to 
count. 

Note shooter MUST keep gold bags on  
shoulder for entire stage. 

The knockdowns must fall to avoid
being scored as a miss.

Stage 4 the Corral
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Stage 5 Wagon Train
10 Pistol, 10 Rifle, 4+ Shotgun

Rifle  on Wagon, Shotgun on
Right Horse, Pistols Holstered.

Shooter starts at horse shotgun in hands. 
Signal ready by saying “What a gun 
rides anywhere for - money.!!”

ON SIGNAL: with shotgun engage S1-S4 in 
any order. Make SG safe on horse and grab 
noose. 

Toss Noose in wagon. Retrieve rifle and 
engage rifle targets with 3-2-3-2 sweep
starting from either direction for 10 rounds 
MRS

Move to left table engage pistol targets P1-
P4 in the same manner as rifle 3-2-3-2 
sweep from either direction. Holster

The knockdowns must fall to 
avoid being scored as a miss.

When done get rifle and shotgun and move 
to unloading table.
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5 Pistol/ 2 Derringer

Pocket Pistol/Derringer

Shooter starts sitting in chair, 
playing cards in hand. On 
signal engage paper plate with 
5 rounds. 

Shooter Starts sitting in chair 
playing cards in hand. On 
signal engage paper plate with 
2 rounds 


